1. Finish Grade
2. Standard Valve Box with Cover:
   Rain Bird VG-STD
3. Waterproof Connection:
   Rain Bird DB Series
4. Valve ID Tag
5. 30-Inch Linear Length of Wire, Coiled
6. Pressure Regulating Filter:
   Rain Bird PRF-100-RBY (Included in XCZ-100-PRF Kit)
7. PVC SCH 40 Female Adaptor
8. Lateral Pipe
9. Remote Control Valve:
   Rain Bird 100-DV (Included in XCZ-100-PRF Kit)
10. PVC SCH 40 Tee or Ell to Manifold
11. 3-Inch Minimum Depth of 3/4-Inch Washed Gravel
12. Manifold Pipe and Fittings

XCZ-100-PRF 1" Control
Zone Kit in Square Valve Box
Option 1
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